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HOUSING FROM HOMELESSNESS

Quality of Life Survey

There are two sets of questions in the survey. In the first set of questions, we want to better understand 
changes to your quality of life since becoming housed. The second set of questions we want to understand 
how certain behaviors in your life may have changed since becoming housed. Please be honest. Nothing 
you say will negatively impact the supports you receive in housing, nor will it result in you being evicted 
or losing your supports. This survey is only one page long and takes only 5-10 minutes to complete.

Compared to when you were homeless, 
since you have been housed has: Improved Stayed the 

same
Gotten 
worse

The amount you sleep... + = -
Your stress level... + = -
Your outlook on life... + = -
Your physical health... + = -
The amount of food you eat... + = -
The quality of food you eat... + = -
Your friendships or relationships with family... + = -
The quality of food you eat... + = -
Your overall mental health... + = -
How you feel about the future... + = -
Your happiness... + = -
Your safety... + = -

The next questions are about certain behaviors, comparing when you were homeless to now that you are 
housed.

Circle N/A if it didn’t happen when you were homeless and it hasn’t happened since you were housed.

Compared to when you were homeless, 
since you have been housed has:

Gone 
down

Stayed 
the same Gone up N/A

The number of interactions with police... - = + N/A
The number of ambulance rides to hospital... - = + N/A
The number of visits to the emergency room at 
the hospital... - = + N/A

The amount that you drink... - = + N/A
The number of nights in jail... - = + N/A
The amount of drugs that you use... - = + N/A
How frequently you get high... - = + N/A
The number of different admissions in hospital... - = + N/A
The length of time spent in hospital... - = + N/A
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